Course Name

Course Description

Trail 201: Stone Treadwork

Stone is the most resilient material to incorporate into trail construction. Soil is the fundamental building block. Shape is the key to
linking the two. Learn how to influence water, reinforce trail tread, and make durable the walking surface of the trail itself.

Dispersed Camping Area's

Camping is one of the biggest hurdles to hiking the Trail. Learn the in's and outs of what's needed to establish a Dispersed Camping
Area, and how to monitor them once established.

We know how long the Trail is but we don't know exactly how many bridges, boardwalks, retaining walls and kiosks, or what
Inventorying Infrastructure condition they are in, that are out there. Learn how to use your smartphone to help inventory constructed features and pin point the
where's and why's of the many control points of trail maintenance and construction projects.
Reach New Volunteers by New volunteers are always needed to grow and sustain the Ice Age Trail. Learn to become comfortable with creating a tailored
Refining your Message messaged designed to garner new volunteers interested in participating in chapter volunteer events.
Signage 101

Intro to Fire

Learn the bread and butter of Trail signage: How to site blazes, best practices for painting blazes, and how to maintain signage and
signage sight lines.
Learn when and where fire may be an appropriate tool for managing vegetation in and around the Ice Age Trail, the Alliance's
protocols for safely working with fire, the basics of fire behavior and how to further your fire education.

Operational Leadership

Join NPS staff, Dan Watson, as he shares a 360 degree view of what and how to quickly assess hot-spots when planning and
executing events of all types, on or off trail.

First Aid/CPR/AED

Need to recertify? Looking to become certified? Learn what you need to know and what to do if and when injures happen.

Chainsaw Safety

Using a chainsaw is inherently dangerous. Re-up, or attain safety certification, to keep you - and those around you - safe.
Application required.

Intro to Camp Chef

Trail 202: Trail Plumbing

Those belly-filling and soul-replenishing meals don't magically appear under the big top at the end of the day; they take many
hands and learned hours to plan, prep, cook, and deliver. Join us for a gut-check on safe meal preparation for large groups.
Water and the erosion it can cause are perennial threats to sustainable Trail. Learn how water impacts the trail and how to mitigate
it's effects by building features like drainage dips and swales and working with, not against, natural forces.

